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1:00 to 1:21 
Background 

He was born in Oct. 1921 in Bratislava (Pressburg),  second of five children, to 
orthodox middle-class merchant parents. Went to Jewish elementary school but 
public middle school, followed by training in business, and starting work as an 
accountant. Predominant language was German  (heard Yiddish for the first time 
only when 20). Describes the prevalent  youth movements and his move from 
‘Shomer-Hatzair’  to ‘Beitar’ for mostly ideological reasons. Discusses his views 
regarding politics and  Zionism during his youth and later after migrating to Israel. 
Parents were tolerant as they were in orthodoxy (father went to work in the store 
after  synagogue on Saturday.) 

  

1:22  
Early Encounters with Anti Semitism and  Nazism 

 Personally, did not encounter anti Semitism. Natzism rise seemed distant until 
refugees arrived in their area following the ’38 Anschluss, and Jews expelled from 
Czechoslovakia after ’39. Parents depended on his income since their business was 
curtailed. He had German girlfriend and went to movies, coffee houses etc from 
which Jews were barred. 

  

1:23 

Joining Slovakian Army In ’41 he enlisted in the 6th battalion of the Slovakian 
army, with 500 other young Jews. He describes his quite satisfactory life in this 
unit, which was separate but equal to other non-fighting units, only restricted from 
becoming higher ranking officers(who were from ‘politically  popular’ Slovak 
soldiers).  

  

1:28 to 2:16 
Increasing Restrictions and Harassment of Jews 
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Between ’39 and ’41 restrictive rules impoverished the Jewish population 
considerably. 

Jews were moved into the “Jewish Street’ from their homes , although it was not a 
Ghetto.. Describes the life of his family (whom he visited often) under these 
restrictions. His uncle was forced to ‘brush’ the street. His brother arranged a  
‘government-plumber’ job for their father, which provided a  residential ‘permit’ 
for them.  His mother was almost taken way.   Many permits were cancelled and  
only 15.000 Jews remained.  Describes elections and politics in Slovakia,  relation 
to other countries. “Jews were the victims of the Munich agreement”. 

Repeats earlier stories regarding friendship with a German girl and not  following 
restrictions. 

Describes activities of family members, especially his brothers Evri and Ervin. His 
Parents moved to a one-room apartment; his father’s permit was cancelled. Mother 
feigned heart  attack to avoid deportation .Fake documents industry and trick to 
avoid restrictions and deportation.. 

  

  

  

  

2:17 to 2:30 
Serves in Interior Ministry  

In ’43, a new law restricted  Jews’ army service and  he was transferred to serve in  
the interior ministry, doing a variety of construction work. It was his “best period” 
as  ‘mutually beneficial’ arrangements with guards  (including bribes etc) enabled 
a  

relatively lax existence. Describes his guards/officers,  living and working 
conditions. 

He had spare time and could continue to visit his family. The government provided 
for his needs. Compares his conditions with those of other (forced?) labor camps  

especially Sered.  Compares conditions – especially punishment --   

 to those in the sixth  battalion. 

  

2:30 to 2:59 
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More about their Service and Comparisons with Sixth Batallion 

Describes the other groups; their own uniforms, work assignments, relationship to 
local populations, food,  clothing and medical treatments;  punishments and ease 
of movement.  

  

3:01 to 
Seres (?)  Forced Labor Camp 

Describes this camp  which he visited and where his brother Evri lived and worked  
as clerk 

  

3:02 to 3:11  
More about Interior Ministry  Service;   

Unlike in the army, they had to buy their own supplies. Bought one coat to serve 
entire unit of eight. Yet claims that between ’39 and ’45 he did not suffer hunger. 
Life was reasonably “normal” with parents and siblings living at home (except 
brother at Seres). 

  

3:12 to 3:28 
Transport to Birkenau 

The Slovak revolt in  August ’44 brought about the camps’ collapse. The Germans 
loaded then on trains to Birkenau (first transport since ’42). There was no attempt 
to escape because the people were so helpless.. Describes their  trip, arrival in 
October. 

Father and all brothers managed to stay together despite of numerous selections 
during and after the trip. (Mother and sister were taken separately and perished ) . 
Describes typhoid and quarantine. Working in the coal mines and various crafts in 
Gleiwitz(?) .  

  

3:29 to 3:44 
Leaving Birkenau and Returning Home 

Describes the disorganization following the Soviet offensive in January ’45. 
Evacuation of Birkenau and walking to Blechheimer,  The Germans who were 
escaping were  killing refugees en route. Describes  how their group of ten found 
food and shelter, and  how they  walked for three months  via Chestochova and 
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Krakow, till they reached Bratislava. Describes various post-liberation 
adjustments, getting food and clothing, aided  by refugee-aid organizations and 
their day-by-day existence.  

  

  

3:45 to 3:52 
 Family’s Fate  

Describes and explains how he, with father and brothers, managed to stay together 
throughout their ordeals . Mother and sister were separated from them during the 
selection at Birkenau. Their death was confirmed later. 
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